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ABSTRACT

In this talk we present a posteriori error bounds based on stable space-time variational formulations
for transport equations.

In the context of model reduction for time-dependent transport equations, efficient error estimators
are desirable both for the construction of reduced models and the validation of reduced solutions.
To derive such estimates it is beneficial to consider space-time variational formulations: these may
lead to favorable inf-sup constants, which is important as their inverse enters into error estimates
as considered in the Reduced Basis context. Starting from stable variational formulations for
stationary first order transport equations as developed in [1] we consider the corresponding time-
dependent problem. Here, we prove well-posedness of the space-time variational formulation by
using ideas from [2, 3]. By doing so, we obtain a computable lower bound for the space-time
inf-sup constant which then can be used for error estimators. Note that while in the parabolic
case as considered in [2, 3] the spatial operator corresponds to a bilinear form that satisfies a
G̊arding inequality and is defined on coinciding ansatz and test spaces, here we consider an inf-sup
stable spatial problem with different ansatz and test spaces. Numerical experiments confirm the
theoretical findings.
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